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ABSTRACT 
Finsler geometry model is applied for simulation of deformation induced by ex七ernalelectric fields in ferroelectric polymers. 
Obtained strain-field curves are in a good agreement with reported experimental data for PVDF-based polymers. Thus, we 
find that Finsler geometry modeling is suitable for reproducing the reverse piezoelectric effect in ferroelectric polymers. 

its diagonal elements with uれwhere的jis the Finsler 

length given by the projection σ4・tり of町 onlink乙j
of the七etrahedronsuch that 

Vij = Vl -/O'i t;_J料℃む、 (2) 

whereらisan unit tangential vector of the bondり
(Fig.l(b）），乱吋 Vo= 0.001 is a c凶 off.
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Introduction 

Polymer films are widely used for creating actua-
tors to convert the electrical energy into the mechani-
cal energy. Polymer materials have better mechanical 
properties comparing with low-molecular ferroelectrics, 
but their shape-change caused by the electric field is 
typically very complex and di盟cultto simulate. Ear-
lier, Finsler geometry (FG) technique has been succ自ら

fully applied for modeling the shape transformation of 
liquid crystal elastomers under external electric fields 
[l]. In the present work, we further extend the FG 
model for describing the reverse piezoelectric effect in 
ferroelectric polymers. This model effectively imple-
ments the role of the positional and directional degrees 
of freedom in polymers. 
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Fig. 1 (a) The three-dimensional thin cylinder dis-
cretized by tetrahedrons a吋（b)a tetrahedron on which 
the discrete Hamiltonian is defined. 

(a) 

The model 

We use 3D FG model which w加 reportedin [2]. 
For the simulation of a field-induced deformation, the 
Hamiltonian in [2] is modified by同ki時 intoaccount an 
additional dipole interaction with the external electric 
field. The continuous Hamiltonian 81 corresponding to 
the Gaussian bond potential is given by: 

2. 

(1) 81= f、店。αb!!_!!_d3
' j 、＂＇＂＇ δzαθXb-

Replacing the integration in Eq.(1) with a sum 
over tetrahedrons and including the symmetric terms 
obtained by index replacement with the factor 1/4，附

have a discrete version of 81 [2]. With some extra tern院
the discrete Hamiltonian for the FG model of the fer-
roelectric polymer is given by: 

(3) 

8=81 ＋κ82 -d183 -dzS4 + U3D + Uvol, 
S1 = I:ij riilfj, rij =I/ (4.N）εtet初（tet),
82 = Li(l -cos（仇一π／3)),

83 =Liσi ・ £, 84 =Li（σz・£）2ヲ

打 J00 ('Vtet三0)
り D = ) 0 ('Vtet > 0）’ 

U引 nl= Jo IV一Vo／：：：； ムV)
… I oo (otherwise）ヨ

where r is a position vector of a three-dimensional body 
with coordinates Xa （α＝ 1, 2, 3). The symbol gαb is the 
inverse of metric tensor gαb and g is its determinant. 

To define七hediscreもeHamiltonian, we use a thin 
cylindrical body (Fig.I( a)). This body is discretized by 
tetrahedrons using仕ieVoronoi tessellation. We i凶ro-
duce a variable σh which corresponds七othe direction of 
the dipole moment at the vertex i. The discrete metric 

(vl22 0 0 ¥ 
tensor has the form: gαb = I 0 v]} 0 I This 

¥ 0 0 v1l) 
form is obtained from Euclidean metric by replacing 
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where r;,, di and dz are constants, E is the ex七ernal
electric field, lij denotes a len~th of the bond ij. The 
coe伍cientsrij(rij =fji) are given by the sum of tetra-
h巴dronsshari時 thebond ij, andγ包j( tet) for the tetra-
hedron of vertices 1234 are determined via components 
of the metric tensor such that [2]: 
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(4) 

γ 一ーヱL之一 一主主L一 一 __Ej_;j_ー＋一主主.L_12ー十，γ13一。i3V14 V23V24 V12V14 V32V34’ 
γ －~ー＋－－＂卓上ー～ 一一主主主ー十一ヱ旦之ー14 -V12V13 V42V43 lγ23 -V21 V24 V31 V34’ 
剛 一一辺土ームー些主ー～ 一ーヱ込ームー且主ーγ24一旬21V23 I V41 V43ぅ＇Y34-V31 V32 I V41 V42 

(a) 

Fig. 2 (a) The diameter-strain Ed (left axis) and the po目

larization P/ Pm (right axis) vs. the external electric 
五eldE. Pm is the maximum possible value of polariza-
tion. (b) The thickness-strain lcz I vs. E with several 
differentκvalues. 
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The second termκS2 in Eq.(3) plays a role of 
deformation strength against bending and shear defor-
mation, both of which have an influence on the material 
shape. The value of the parameterκis approximately 
proportional to the ratio between flexural and elastic 
modulus of the material.仇 inS2 is an internal angle 
of the 位協ngle. The third term d1S3 is an energy of 
the dipole interaction with the external electric field, 
which causes the piezoelectric e百ect. dzS4 is仕iepo-
ten七ialdescribing the quadratic electrosむictiveeffect. 
U30 is a constraint for the volume of theもetrahedron
for not being negative. We回 sumetha七七hematerial is 
perfectly incompressible and its value of Poisson ratio is 
equal七o0.5. To prevent the volume from changing, the 
last term Uvol is introduced, whereムVis a mean value 
of the volume of one tetrahedron and lもisan initial 
volume of出ewhole cylinder, which is determined by 
the simulation without Uvol in the absence of external 
electric field. 

Concluding Remarks 

The model on the basis of FG is proposed for re-
producing the reverse piezoelectric effect in ferroelec-
tric polymers. The simulation results of deformation, 
induced by the electric field, are in good agreement 
with reported experimental data for both longitudinal 
shrinking乱ndtransverse stretching. Hence, we con-
elude that this model is suitable to predict the shape 
transformation of polymer actuators. However, com-
pression of polymers was not taking into account in this 
work. Changing of polymer volume during deformation 
will be considered in fur七herstudy. 
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Results 

The simulation of electric 五eld-induced de-
formation is carried out by Monte-Carlo (MC) 
method on a cylinder of size (N, Ns, Nr, Ntet) = 
(10346, 69964, 116041, 56422), where N, Ns, Nr, Ntet 
denote the total number of vertices, bonds, triangles, 
and tetrahedrons, respectively. The MC updates of lo-
cations of vertices and σare performed using the s七an-
dard Me七ropolisalgorithm. The ratio of the cylinder 
height and its diameter is equal to 0.125. The uniform 
external electric field is applied along the axis of the 
cylinder i.e. along the z axis. 

The simulation resul七sare presented in Fig.2. 
Fig.2(a) shows the dependence of diameter stretch-
ing Ed on the external electric field E and comparison 
with experimental data for P(VDF-TrFE-CFE）五lms
[3]. This dependence has a quadratic form with七he
plateau in the area of large deformation caused by po-
larization s叫uration.The unit of energy in our simu-
lation is k8T = 4×10-21 [J] which is a room tempera-
ture. In Fig.2 d1 and dzぽ epointed in units [MV-1] 
and [MV-2], respectively. In Fig.2(b) we compare our 
simulation results for longitudinal thickness shrinking 
with experimental data of highly electrostrictive net-
works of βーPVDF[4]. The networks are highly polar 
and have larger tensile strength comparing with un-
crosslinked polymers. Thus, the simulation resul七日 for 
networks have a better fitting with experimental data 
for a smaller value ofκ 乱ndl乱rgervalues of d1 and dz 
than in the c回 eof P(VDF-TrFE-CFE) films. 
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